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Dumps in the Central German Mansfeld mining district have been investigated by a multi-disciplinary research team to
develop a holistic concept for the recovery of base and trace metals from low-grade Kupferschiefer ore. Geochemical and
mineralogical data from representative sampling indicate that the low-grade Kupferschiefer dumps contain significant
amounts of Cu (0.6 %) and Ag (up to 800 ppm), besides exploitable grades of Pb and Zn. Additionally to flotation and
hydrometallurgy, first shake flask bioleaching experiments on otherwise untreated Kupferschiefer ore yield Cu recovery
rates of up to 95 %. A total of 900 t Cu and 5 t Ag contained in black copper can thus be produced from the pilot dump of
100 000 m3 low-grade Kupferschiefer ore. Additionally, large volumes of limestone waste, separated from the dumps by
sensor-based sorting, can be utilized as aggregate in the construction industry.
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1

Preface

The past decade has seen an increased awareness of both
political decision makers and industry alike of the significance of a reliable mineral resource supply. Specifically the
so-called high-tech metals, e.g., copper, platinum, or rare
earth elements, are necessary raw materials for numerous
technical uses and solutions. The more complete utilization
of previously mined ores is particularly the main aspect that
has been the focus of the presented research project, namely
to extract remaining metals from low-grade copper ores of
the Kupferschiefer mining district of Mansfeld/Sangerhausen in Central Germany. The materials in question are ores
and low-level mineralized rocks that have been mined and

brought to surface over the last 150 years. Thus one of the
most significant cost factors, the mining costs, has already
been incurred in the past and the material is now resting on
surface with easy accessibility. However, the mineralized
material, which consists predominantly of fine-grained,
organic carbon-rich black shale with extremely fine-grained
disseminated base metal sulfide mineralization, has proven
to be extremely difficult to process. This is one of the main
reasons for the material to still exist as mine dumps. Similar
subeconomic low-grade ore and mineralized waste dumps
of black shale-hosted copper ores can be found worldwide,
e.g., the Polish Kupferschiefer district around Lubin, the
African Copperbelt of Zambia and Zaire, and the deposits
of Dzhezkazgan, Central Kazakhstan. The successful devel-
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opment of a method – or rather a well-adjusted combination
of several methods of mineral processing, metal extraction,
and the complete utilization of the remaining non-metalliferous raw materials – thus holds a great potential to
increase the raw material efficiency and to supply metals
from an alternative source, both in Germany and elsewhere
in the world.

2

Initial Approach

base or precious metals but occurs as barren waste in several processing steps, completes the proposed integrated
process.

3

Selection and Sampling of Kupferschiefer
Mine Dumps

Nine Kupferschiefer dumps in the Mansfeld mining district
dating back to between the 1870s and 1940s, were made
accessible for research purposes by an agreement with the
Society for Custody and Utilization of Disused Mining
Operations (GVV mbH). Surficial geochemical screening
and mapping were followed by more detailed investigations
of the lithological composition, mineralogy and geochemistry as well as mineral processing techniques on material
from two mine dumps in the study area (see Fig. 1).
The Theodorschacht (Shaft “Theodor“) dump south of
Hettstedt is one of the oldest dumps in the Mansfeld
mining district. The dumping of waste ceased in 1898 and
has left a dump with a base area of 250 m by 235 m, with a
height of 20 m (tonnage: 683 000 m3) [1, 2]. A separately
dumped portion of low-grade Kupferschiefer ore of
59 000 m3 has been newly explored and sampled in September 2010 by five 40 cm drill auger holes to obtain samples
material at 1 m intervals.

The mining of Kupferschiefer in the Mansfeld-Sangerhausen region over a timespan of nearly 800 years (1199 to
1990) left large volumes of dump material, which has
recently been analyzed for the recovery of metals. Such a
recovery requires a multi-disciplinary approach, which
includes an input from various disciplines such as geology/
mineralogy, mineral processing, metal extraction and marketing. The mining district has two main types of mine
dumps: flat-shaped dumps of either low-grade ore or barren
waste rocks and the widely visible conical dumps containing
almost exclusively barren waste rock.
An initial geological/mineralogical assessment of the flatshaped dumps was based on available historical documents.
The representative sampling of the dump surface, trenches
and drilling was necessary for a reliable data inventory,
which characterizes the mineralogical and chemical composition
of the low-grade ores. The results
from these investigations are the
base of the development of a suitable and improved processing
technology. The processing has to
involve sensor-aided sorting to separate waste from low-grade ore
material, thus avoiding unnecessary treatment costs, e.g. from
crushing. This separation process
needs to be followed by ultra-fine
grinding, froth flotation, and hydrometallurgical treatment. The
combination of the consecutive
steps takes into account the results of the mineralogical and
geochemical analysis of the particularly complex low-grade ore.
As a geological characteristic,
the black shale of the Kupferschiefer has a relatively high
content of organic carbon of up to
15 % organic matter (kerogen
type II). The use of this energy resource has also to be taken into
account. The use (preferentially
in the construction industry) of
Figure 1. Map showing the location of flat-shaped and cone-shaped Kupferschiefer dumps and
corresponding depth of mining in the Mansfeld mining district.
material, which does not contain
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The dump complex of the Fortschrittschacht I (Shaft
“Success 1”) near Eisleben comprises an older, flat-shaped
portion of low-grade ore, which is partially covered by a
younger, 153 m high conical waste dump dating from the
mining era of the 1950s to 1980s. The entire dump has a
total volume of 6 million m3, but consists only of 100 000 m3
low-grade Kupferschiefer ore separately dumped in the flatshaped portion [2]. The Fortschrittschacht I dump is one of
the youngest dumps in the Mansfeld mining district. The
shaft had been initially sunk in 1906 – 1909 for potash
mining and the later production of Kupferschiefer ore
started in 1923, which left waste and low-grade ore as flatshaped dumps until 1950 [2]. A part of the low-grade Kupferschiefer ore-bearing flat-shaped dump was investigated
in greater detail and had the status of a test dump during
the project. Thus, the geochemical and mineralogical investigations were mainly carried out on Fortschrittschacht I
dump material that was also primarily used for the mineral
processing studies. Additionally, the flat-shaped dump portion has been intersected recently by auger drilling to access
and sample an entire vertical dump profile in two boreholes.

4

Revision of Postulated Contents and
Concentrations of the Mining Dumps

to set the following limits of the average base metal content
of the Fortschritt I test dump: 0.5 – 0.6 % Cu, 0.56 – 0.6 %
Pb, 0.69 – 0.75 % Zn. The majority (> 70 %) of the base metal
content is contained in coarse-sized particles (> 1.6 cm),
which is a precondition for the successful application of
automated sensor-based sorting techniques (see below). The
mineralized hand specimen consists predominately of shale
(approx. 80 wt % ) and subordinate of limestone (approx.
18 %), whereas the occurrence of other host rocks is negligible (< 2 %).
It is well known that the Kupferschiefer shows elevated to
anomalously high concentrations of several minor and trace
elements and some of these elements have also been industrially recovered. In order to evaluate the importance as
potential by-products the concentrations of these elements
were determined. Unfortunately, only ranges of concentrations of these elements have been reported in previous publications and in the case of precious metals, only maximum
values are known [3]. In Fig. 2, the concentrations of
selected trace elements in the low-grade ores and related
averages are compared with previously reported values of
these elements from high-grade ores [3]. Although the
values of the low-grade ores are generally lower, some Mo
concentrations from the analyzed low-grade ores exceed the
range of concentration of the high-grade ores, which again
shows the limited significance of the published concentration ranges.
As a consequence, it is more important to evaluate if
these elements are contained in the ore minerals, i.e., within the sulfides, or not. Surprisingly, this approach has not
been chosen for material from the former mining districts

For a reliable estimation of the geochemical characteristics
of highly heterogeneous material from Kupferschiefer ore
dumps a representative sampling method is quite important. For this purpose, so-called bulk samples of
40 to 60 kg were taken. The fine-sized material
(< 6.3 cm) was sieved, whereas the remaining
material was manually separated as hand specimens. After determination of the host rock, i.e.,
shale, limestone, sandstone, all hand specimens
were separately analyzed. The analyses of all
sub-samples, i.e., sieved fractions as well as hand
specimen, of one bulk sample were used to calculate the mass-balanced average concentration
of the whole bulk sample. So far, approximately
600 sub-samples have been analyzed by XRF and
150 sub-samples have been analyzed by ICPAES, ICP-MS as well as by fire assay followed by
ICP-MS.
The results demonstrate the highly variable
metal content of the stockpiled low-grade ore.
The Cu content fluctuates from virtually barren
samples to single samples with up to 12 % Cu,
which is higher than the previously reported
concentration range of the high-grade ore [3].
This demonstrates that published concentration
ranges are an unsuitable base for a serious valiFigure 2. Showing concentrations of analyzed low-grade Kupferschiefer ores
(small squares) and related averages (squares with crosses) in comparison to predation of the economic value of the dump mateviously reported values for high-grade ores in [3]: Ranges of concentration
rial. However, based on 21 bulk samples, con(white-filled rectangles) or maximum values (triangle), respectively. See text for
sisting of numerous sub-samples, it was possible
further explanations.
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of Mansfeld and Sangerhausen. The reasons for this might
be seen in the pyrometallurgical process of historical beneficiation, i.e., the lack of separation between ore and gangue
minerals prior to smelting. In order to present the affinities
of some selected elements, the elements will be subdivided
into the following groups: 1) related to copper sulfides, 2)
related to other sulfides, 3) related to organic carbon and
aluminosilicates, 4) precious metals:
1) Only Ag and (less pronounced) Co show a positive
linear correlation with Cu, which shows that both elements are predominately incorporated into the Cu sulfides, which are – in order of decreasing importance –
bornite (Cu5FeS4), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), and chalcocite
(Cu2S), which is in good agreement with previously
reported results of the Polish and German deposits [4, 5].
As a consequence, only Ag and Co will be enriched by a
separation between Cu sulfides and gangue minerals as
well as remaining sulfides.
2) The remaining sulfides predominately consist of galena
(PbS), sphalerite (ZnS), and pyrite (FeS2). Especial the
latter can contain significant amounts of Co, Ni, Mo, and
Se. Consequently, these elements will be enriched during an unselective sulfide flotation between sulfides and
gangue minerals. However, it should be noted that Se
and Ni can be partly related to the organic carbon content. Ni porphyrins have been found in significant
amounts in low-grade mineralized Kupferschiefer of the
Lower Rhine Basin [6], whereas the content of such organometallic compounds in the Cu-mineralized Polish
Kupferschiefer is variable [4, 6 – 9].
3) It is well established that V is closely related to the organic carbon content of the Kupferschiefer and other black
shales. At least in parts this element can be bound to
vanadyl porphyrins [6, 7, 10, 11], although it is not possible to preclude that it was also incorporated into aluminosilicates (clay minerals like illite) during diagenesis
(i.e. lithification) of the host rock [11]. The organic carbon compounds as well as the aluminosilicates are
gangue minerals of the host rock. Consequently, enrichment by adequate sulfide flotation cannot be expected for
V, because it is not incorporated in the sulfides. Thus
relatively high contents of organic carbon (7.63 % TOC)
and V (854 ppm) of a sulfide concentrate of the active Polish Kupferschiefer mine at Lubin with a combined base
metal content of approx. 22 % [12] show that this concentrate still contains a significant amount of gangue
minerals and this can be interpreted as a kind of contamination.
4) The analyzed samples generally contain only background
values of Au (< 5 ppb) and PGE (< 4 ppb), with few samples containing between 20 and 90 ppb Au. However, initial analyses of the sieved fractions revealed significantly
higher Au and – to a lesser extent – Pt and Pd concentrations. The nine sieved fractions between 1.6 cm and the
clay fraction (< 63 lm) all contain between 300 to
800 ppb Au (17 – 51 ppb Pt, 9 – 30 ppb Pd), whereas sie-
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ved fractions larger than 1.6 cm feature low concentrations like those reported above. These new results document local but apparently highly irregular precious
metal mineralization in the dump material. The Au-bearing sampling sites at the active Polish Kupferschiefer mines [4, 13, 14] as well as those of the former deposit of
Sangerhausen [15] occur in rocks that have undergone
secondary oxidation (Rote Fäule) or are situated in the direct vicinity to the redox front. Thus the erratic nature of
Au-bearing dump material might be seen as a further indication of the epigenetic nature of the mineralization
[16]. Although it was not possible to identify the individual precious metal bearing minerals, the striking similarities to the Polish deposit suggest that the high Au values
might be related to natural alloys [4, 13, 14]. Nonetheless,
the overall low precious metal concentrations, their erratic distribution, and the unknown mineralogy preclude
the possibility to design a systematic beneficiation process that exclusively aims for the precious metals.

5

Process Development and Optimization

In this project a selective processing sequence has been developed (Fig. 3), which is discussed extensively in the following sections.

5.1 Sensor-Based Sorting
Sensor-based sorting is an automated hand picking process,
which is based on certain sorting criteria. Today fast computerized digital processing and high resolution scanners permit high throughputs and a processing of coarse particle
sizes of up to 250 mm [17].
Fig. 4 shows the functional principle of sensor-based sorting and its main sub-processes. There are numerous sensor
techniques, each of which detects a different feature and is
suitable for a specific sorting task. For the Mansfeld Kupferschiefer dump material, sensors working in the NIR electromagnetic spectrum as well as CCD color cameras, XRF
and XRT sensor have been tested and here, the latest test
results of the CCD and XRF sorting tests are summarized.
Optical sorting with CCD sensors is the one sensor-based
sorting technique that is best comparable to the human eye.
Color scanners detect minor differences in color, brightness,
reflection, or transparency. Regarding the Kupferschiefer
dump material from the Fortschrittschacht I, the sorting criteria for a distinction between copper-rich and copper-poor
rocks is the green coating originating from surface oxidation
of the copper sulfides.
The results of the optical sorting tests are summarized in
Tab. 1. In a single sorting step the CCD sorting software is
able to discharge 66 % of predominantly barren waste rock
with a loss of copper recovery of 25 %. The overall copper
grade of the 20 to 50 mm material portion can be upgraded
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Table 1. Mass streams, Cu recovery and -grade by optical sorting.

Waste

Concentrate

Total

Mass [%]

66

34

100

Cu recovery [%]

24.71

75.29

100

0.32

1.87

Cu grade [%]

0.85

significantly from 0.85 % to 1.87 %; which more than doubles the metal grade.
The X-ray fluorescence (XRF) technique of pulverized
rock samples is an established method of elemental composition analysis. Since 2011 Tomra Sorting Solutions, provider of sensor-based sorters, offers the first industrial XRF
sorter called the TITECH x-tract for recycling applications.
In 2011 the Department of Mineral Processing of the
RWTH Aachen University ran a series of mineral application tests, including Kupferschiefer ore samples on such a
machine. After a phase of initial calibration, the sorter was
able to detect the copper grade of single rock particles with
an accuracy of over 95 %, compared to stationary XRF analysis. The machine is not ready yet for medium-scale throughput test, but offers great near-future potential in the process
of sensor-based sorting with the actual element grade as the
sorting criteria.

5.2 Flotation

Figure 3. Generalized flow sheet of the possible utilization of
low-grade Kupferschiefer ore and waste from the Mansfeld
mining district shows the processing path from source to product.
Process stages are described in detail in Section 5 and 6.

Figure 4. Functional principle of a sensor based sorter [18].
(1) Material conditioning, (2) scanner, (3) data processing unit,
(4) mechanical sorting device, (5) rejected product, (6) accepted
product, (7) control unit.

www.cit-journal.com

Until the end of mining of the Mansfeld Kupferschiefer ore
in 1990, the ore was selectively mined and smelted directly
to gain the copper [2]. Because of the very finely disseminated sulfide ore minerals, the mineral processing of the
Mansfeld Kupferschiefer has been known as a challenge
ever since. Mineral liberation analyses (MLA, including
scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy), as well as ore microscopic investigations reveal particle grain sizes of the copper sulfides in the range
of 2 to 100 lm, mostly within the range of 10 to 40 lm. An
aggravating factor in processing the Mansfeld Kupferschiefer ore is that gangue minerals basically consist of quartz
(40 wt %), carbonates (20 %), clay minerals (30 %), and bituminous compounds (3 %).
Due to the finely intergrown nature of the ore and gangue
minerals, a separation by density is not possible. Also direct
leaching of the copper-bearing shale has proven to be difficult because of the partially high content of organic carbon
particles (bitumen). Hence, flotation is the method of choice
to produce a pre-concentrate for the subsequent metallurgical processes. However, the flotation process has to be
optimized regarding known problems in the flotation of
fines. First, the probabilities of the particle-bubble collision
and -contact are lower than in the flotation of coarsergrained material. Additionally, entrainment can result from
low inertia force and high specific surfaces entailing excessive adsorption of reagents [19]. Especially clay minerals
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with their capability to intercalate ions make it difficult to
sustain stable conditions (e.g. pH value) during flotation.
Particularly the Kupferschiefer has the problem of unselective flotation (referring to gangue minerals) since hydrophobic bitumen particles adhere to gangue minerals due to physicochemical forces.
The flotation tests were carried out using material originating from the Fortschrittschacht I dump, which was preselected in respect to the Cu grade. This material was sized
up to 50 mm in diameter and had a copper-content of about
1 %. In preparation of the flotation tests, the material was
crushed by jaw crushers and subsequently grinded in a ball
mill.
The flotation tests were carried out in a lab-scale flotation
machine, type Denver (modified for adjustable air flow rate).
The aim of the flotation tests was to gain a concentrate with
a high copper content. The procedure to perform the flotation tests consists of suspending the material, adjusting pH
value, adding dispersant, collector and frother and, after a
certain time of conditioning, eventually starting the air inlet
and froth skimming. In the end, the flotation products were
dried, weighed, and finally prepared for chemical analyses.
Initially, flotation tests were executed to scan numerous
combinations of reagents and pH values. After the optimum
was found (30 % solid content; pH 10; 100 g t–1 polyacrylate;
300 g t–1 potassium amyl xanthate; 150 g t–1 mix of alkyl polyglycol ether and alcohol), it was determined, which particle
size of the material led to best flotation ratios. The tests
showed that the best results were achieved with material
grinded to just 100 lm. The flotation of material with
further reduced particle sizes (75 and 25 lm, respectively)
was less successful.
To adapt the flotation to the large fraction of finest particles in the material – 100 lm (Q20 = 55 %), further tests for
agglomeration flotation were carried out. Previous investigations showed promising results and indicated the advantage
of the pH independence of this kind of flotation [20]. For agglomeration flotation, relatively high amounts of nonpolar
oil (2 – 50 kg t–1) were added to the flotation suspension [21].

The agglomeration flotation tests have shown an increase
in copper recovery of about 20 %, attended by a lower enrichment coefficient of 1.7. Considering the entailing higher
costs, the results of the agglomeration flotation do not justify the addition of nonpolar oil to the flotation of Mansfeld
Kupferschiefer.
Fig. 5 illustrates that a flotation time of about 25 min
would be necessary to ensure a copper recovery of 80 %. To
avoid the dilution of the concentrate, the residence time during the rougher flotation should be 10 min and further flotation stages should follow. To float the Mansfeld Kupferschiefer, different paths can be taken to achieve the best possible
results. On the one hand, the whole material could be introduced to the sulfide rougher flotation and the concentrates
are cleaned in several following flotation stages (three stages
in cleaner and scavenger flotation each). This would result
in a relatively high bitumen content of about 18 % in the
copper concentrate. To avoid such a high bitumen content,
the sulfide rougher flotation could be preceded by a separate
bitumen flotation, thus reducing the bitumen in the copper
concentrate to 8 %.
So far, it has not been possible to produce a marketable
copper concentrate, which meets the requirements of international operating copper mills. More efforts in a technical
expedient and an economical way have to be made to gain
the floatable copper sulfides. Therefore future investigations
focus on the higher flotation selectivity as well as the separation of carbonaceous compounds. More efforts in a technical expedient and an economical way have to be made to
gain the floatable copper sulfides. Therefore future investigations focus on the higher flotation selectivity as well as
the separation of carbonaceous compounds.

5.3 Hydrometallurgical Treatment of Flotation
Concentrate
Subsequent to the previously explained grinding and flotation steps the concentrate contains 2 – 10 % Cu, 3 – 6 % Zn,

Figure 5. Kinetics of the sulfide rougher flotation of
Mansfeld Kupferschiefer
ore.
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1 – 2 % Pb and up to 800 ppm Ag. Aim of the following
extraction steps is to gain intermediate products, which contain the metals mentioned above. As the content of valuable
metals is lower than in conventional concentrates a simple
and low cost extraction process is needed. Pyrometallurgical
processes are generally characterized by high energy consumption unless the contained sulfur generates an autothermic process. However, this is not applicable due to the
low sulfur content in the here applied ore. Compared to
hydrometallurgical extraction steps, the selectivity is low in
consequence of the high reaction rates [22].
Hydrometallurgical processes on the other hand are well
suitable for materials containing only a small amount of
valuable metals. The first step in hydrometallurgical processing is to dissolve the target metals by appropriate solvents.
The dissolving of undesired metals should be avoided, since
this would increase the chemical consumption and costs. In
cases where valuable metals accrue as sulfides, a pyrometallurgical conditioning step like roasting might be recommendable. Test trials with the present Mansfeld Kupferschiefer ore have shown that an acidic solvent is needed
for the leaching step; otherwise neither sulfides nor sulfates
or oxides are dissolved in noteworthy amounts as can be
seen in Fig. 6 [22, 23].
Sulfuric or hydrochloric acids are known to be most efficient for treating sulfide copper ores. H2SO4, HCl, H2O and
NH3 have been used as solvents during the experiments to
leach Kupferschiefer ore containing 10 % Cu. The extraction
process has been carried out for 24 h at 50 °C. The used
material had three modifications: the original Kupferschiefer ore and two which have been pretreated by roasting.
Even though the roasted materials have achieved a higher
yield of dissolved Cu, the use of unroasted material might

be preferred due to the energy amount spent for roasting
processes, if it is not an autothermic process. However, the
dissolution of silver only seems to be possible after roasting
at 900 °C.
A promising alternative to reduce the costs for the leaching agent is a nitric acid solution (not represented in Fig. 6),
which is a waste product in other industrial processes such
as the etching of wafers. First experiments have shown that
up to 80 % of the contained Cu can be dissolved using this
alternative leaching agent. However, these preliminary data
have to be validated by subsequent experiments with varying parameters. The aim is to combine two waste streams,
one being the mine dump material and the other being the
waste nitric acid. This will allow a significant reduction of
acid costs and – simultaneously – a more sustainable use of
all raw materials involved in the process. After dissolving
the elements, a second step in hydrometallurgical extraction
is the precipitation as a metal or as marketable compound.
To continue the concept of bringing together different waste
streams, a cementation process should take place, which is
robust, cost-saving, and can easily be established on a small
scale [24]. Cementation is based on the different standard
electrode potential of elements. Adding a less noble metal to
a solution results in dissolving this metal and it precipitates
a nobler one. Iron scrap or zinc dust can be used as precipitation agent for Cu. By adding a hyper stoichiometric
amount of iron swarf to the hydrochloric acid solution, first
results have given a decreasing of the dissolved Cu down to
< 0.1 g L–1. This cementation process has to be optimized in
further experiments. However, the final treatment of the so
produced iron containing solution has to be clarified as this
is not a disposable product [25].

Figure 6. Mass balance of Cu in different solvents with varying pretreatment of the material.
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Optimized Metal Recovery by Alternative
Processing and Utilization of Kupferschiefer
Dump Material

6.1 Metal Extraction by Bioleaching
Studies on the processing of low-grade Kupferschiefer
dump material by bioleaching were already undertaken in
the late 1970s by the German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR) [29 – 31]. The investigations were implemented in laboratory and pilot scale with
percolator experiments to simulate heap bioleaching as well
as shake flasks experiments for tank leaching with maximum recovery of 80 % Cu [29]. Further work regarding to
bioleaching of Kupferschiefer material within the Bioshale
project of the 6th European Union Framework Program on
Research and Development led to recovery rates of up to
98 % Cu by leaching of Polish Kupferschiefer middlings
and concentrates in reactor tanks [32].
To examine the potential of bioleaching for the Mansfeldtype Kupferschiefer dump material and verify the previous results, three presorted samples consisting of Zechstein carbonates, Kupferschiefer shale and Weißliegend sandstone were
provided for bioleaching tests at the German Federal Institute
for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR). The samples
were crushed, milled, analyzed mineralogical via X-ray diffraction and whole rock chemistry by XRF-analysis. The carbon and sulfur contents were determined by combustion infrared detection technique (LECO elemental analyzer).
Overall, all three samples were characterized by an elevated content of Cu (Zechstein carbonates = 1.74 %; Kupferschiefer shale = 7.49 % and Weißliegend sandstone =
4.69 %) and a significant proportion of carbonate.
Ground samples were bioleached in three parallel experimental approaches as previously described [33, 34]. The bioleaching assays were inoculated with a pregrown mixed
culture consisting of the acidophilic Fe(II)-, sulfur- and organic carbon-oxidizing bacteria Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans,
Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans and Acidiphilium spp. (strains
Ram 8T and Ram 6F from the bacterial strain collection
of the BGR). Each experimental assay was performed in a
500-mL Erlenmeyer flask by adding 2 % ore in 200 mL
mineral medium [35] and 50 mg L–1 Fe(II). The tests were
started by inoculation of the bacterial strains with incubation on orbital shakers in the dark at 30 °C. In one control
assay, a mixture (2 vol. %) of thymol and methanol (1:9) was
added to sterilize the solution; another assay ran blank without inoculation, both assays in order to evaluate chemical
acid leaching for comparison. Evaporation losses were compensated by addition of deionized water. The pH values
were intensely monitored during the first few days and
adjusted with sterile 3M H2SO4 to pH 2.5.
The recovery of Cu and Zn in the inoculated bioleaching
assays was significantly higher than that in both control
assays for all three samples. The residue analysis of the bacterial strain inoculated assays yielded recovery rates of up to
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95 % and 85 % for Cu and Zn, respectively. The recovery
rates were even higher according to the analyses of the dissolved metals in the solution.
These first results on bioleaching of Mansfelder Kupferschiefer heap material open the door for an alternative
processing of these low-grade ores, which occur as an abundant deposit in the area. Further work should address an
optimization and a scale-up of bioleaching embedded in an
integrated concept of an intelligent combination of ore processing technologies. The final goal is the industrial application of a new low-cost, low-energy processing technology for
metal recovery from low-grade ores, especially Cu from
Kupferschiefer.

6.2 Potential Utilization of the Barren Waste
Fraction
Beside the extraction of metals from the Kupferschiefer
dumps, it is also the aim of this project to investigate the
physical properties of the barren waste fractions (limestone
and sandstone/conglomerate), according to the statutory
guidelines provided by the German Closed Substance Cycle
and Waste Management Act [26].
The investigation has a two-fold approach. In a first approach has been tested the tailings for its potential technical
and industrial use. As displayed in Fig. 3, the application of
sensor-based sorting of the low-grade Kupferschiefer ore
produces dry and large particles of mineral waste. The primary characteristics of the waste rocks, which have been
dry-sorted and have a defined particle size of 20 to 50 mm,
have a significant marketing potential for further utilization
such as aggregate for road construction or as filling material
in different technical applications.
The waste rocks were chemically analyzed according to
the parameters of the German directive of construction material regulations in order to validate possible utilization options [27]. The results indicate that the metal content in the
soluble fraction exceed the statutory limits for Pb, Cu, Cd,
Zn and sulfate, respectively. Thus, the waste from mineral
processing is a product with no options for utilization, according to the above mentioned regulations.
The second approach focuses on the predominant portion
of the Mansfeld Kupferschiefer dumps consists of barren
waste material, which are mainly Zechstein lime- and dolostones with minor volumes of anhydrite. Representative
samples from the Theodorschacht dump near Klostermansfeld (Fig. 1) have been analyzed. The test results show that a
utilization, according to the directive construction material
regulations [27] is possible. The material can be recycled for
technical construction and for the potential application in
road construction, filling material, or frost protection layers.
Further standardized tests will assess the mechanical and
weathering resistance, compressibility, and environmental
compatibility with respect to mineral recycling opportunities. These test results are currently still pending.
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6.3 Alternative Grinding Techniques by Vertical
Roller Mills
Vertical roller mills (VRM) are dry operating mills, traditionally used in the cement industry. Basically, the material to
be comminuted is crushed and ground between the rotating
grinding track and the stationary grinding rollers in an inbed comminution. Depending on the mill size, it is possible
to feed material with feed sizes up to 150 mm. It is possible
to choose between different comminution principles, either
a combination of compressive and shear stress or shear-free
grinding with pure compressive comminution.
The freshly ground material is pneumatically transported
by the air flow sucked through the mill up to an air classifier, where finished product is separated from the grits. The
rejected grits – material coarser than product fineness – are
fed back to the mill. If drying is required, the air flow is
heated by a hot gas generator.
The standard aggregate for fine grinding in mineral applications down to flotation size (< 100 lm) is a ball mill. In
cooperation with the Loesche GmbH, Düsseldorf, the possible advantages of a dry grinding with VRM have been tested
in respect to conventional ball mill grinding.
The Bond Work Index for grinding the low-grade Kupferschiefer ore is 12.8 kWh t–1. Therefore, a specific energy
consumption to gain a product < 100 lm by grinding in a
ball mill of 13.1 kWh t–1 (wet operated mill) and 17.1 kWh t–1
(dry operated mill), respectively, would be necessary. However, the dry operating VRM consumes 7.2 kWh t–1 and produces a higher amount of finest particles compared to the
ball mill product.

7

other metals and process steps, so that process variations
and improvements can be evaluated quickly.
Based on the available analytical results and in a best-case
scenario, the 100 000 m3 of low-grade Kupferschiefer ore
from the pilot dump at Fortschrittschacht I can be processed
to produce estimated 900 t Cu and 5 t Ag, contained within
in black copper, plus additional 600 t Zn and 500 t Pb concentrate. The black copper and the lead concentrate can be
sold to European smelters. The zinc is marketed as finished
good directly to the end consumers. The total recoverable
value of the pilot dump can be estimated to be 10 Mio. u.

Abbreviations
CCD
ICP-AES
ICP-MS
NIR
PGE
SEM/EDX
TOC
XRF
XRT

charge-coupled device
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission
spectroscopy
inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy
near-infrared
platinum group elements
scanning electron microscopy with energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
total organic carbon
X-ray fluorescence
X-ray transmission
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Market Potential and Sales Opportunities
to the Smelting Industry

As a result of the multi-disciplinary study, the process flow
sheet shown in Fig. 3 has been developed. Cu, Pb, Zn and
Ag were identified as marketable metals. Certain concentration of minor metals as Mo (up to 930 ppm), Co (up to
640 ppm), Se (up to 77 ppm) and Ni (up to 198 ppm) may
act as sweetener. Unfortunately, precious metals, rare earth
elements or minor metals do not occur in the concentrates
in sufficient concentration.
The value and operational balance of the marketable metals have been simulated in a computer program. The mass
flow, recovery of the metals, and treatment costs are determined for each processing step. For the dump material, the
intermediate products, concentrates and tailings, the metal
contents, and their value at the London Metal Exchange are
determined and compared with the production costs. Thus,
the individual process steps are combined into an integrated
processing model, which allows an evaluation of the expected profitability of the process.
The currently proposed integrated model for an integrated
treatment process can be easily modified or extended to
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